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What brings you to the desert?Are you here to camp and climb?Or have you come to stargazeor
to ponder life and time?The desert is a playgroundpacked with more than fun and games.Come
Wonderwalk the Land of Rocks,Hear their stories, learn their names.Each one offers
wisdom.Each has a tale to tell.Time to meet them,Time to greet them,Time to fall under their
spell.Once you learn to ride a bike, you can never forget. Once you see these faces in the rocks
you'll never look at the world the same way again!The Wonder Rocks is for kids of all ages who
love rocks, the Earth and the idea that there's more to the world than meets the eye!



Joshua Tree: The Complete Guide: Joshua Tree National Park, Why Oh Why Are Deserts Dry?:
All About Deserts (Cat in the Hat's Learning Library), Geology for Kids: A Junior Scientist's
Guide to Rocks, Minerals, and the Earth Beneath Our Feet (Junior Scientists), Let's Go Rock
Collecting (Let's-Read-and-Find-Out Science 2 Book 1), National Geographic Readers: Rocks
and Minerals, My Awesome Field Guide to Rocks and Minerals: Track and Identify Your
Treasures (My Awesome Field Guide for Kids)



L Dwyer, “A super creative blend of photography and illustration. Not only is the story writing in
rolling rhymes that delight the tongue but the reader can see how the rocks truly come to life
before your eyes. Each enhanced photo has the original on the side so you can see how easy it
is to be inspired at Joshua Tree National Park. A great book for nature lovers and anyone with a
creative mind.”

Mira Scharf, “Really creative. Sweet and creative book that looks at rocks in a unique and
sensitive way.”

Robert Ahdoot, “Only Roger's mind could make this. Roger has a distinct ability to see a vision in
his mind, then use his talents to forge his mental imagery into displays for all of us to enjoy. To
see faces and scenes in ROCKS?!? What an incredible concept! I've never seen anything like
this.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A very imaginative take on the outdoors. Once again, Roger Blonder has
provided a fresh new way to view nature. I found this book rich in imagination, characters, and
ideas. A good gift for young readers.”

Matt P., “Rock on!. What a joy to read. Roger Blonder’s endless quest to look beyond the
obvious is beautifully on display as his insights actually give life and soul to extraordinary rocks.”

Laura K, “A "Wonderful" Book. A very creative, fun book for kids and adults. Cute sweet stories
with creative artwork set in Joshua Tree National Park.”

Evan Rose, “Amazingly cute and fun read. This book is very cute and fun to read!! I highly
recommend this for everyone and I guarantee you will not regret purchasing this book.”

The book by Roger Blonder has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 24 people have provided feedback.
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